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Intrinsic photogeneration of long-lived charges in
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Eﬃcient charge photogeneration in conjugated polymers typically requires the presence of a second
component to act as electron acceptor. Here, we report a novel low band-gap conjugated polymer with
a

donor/orthogonal

acceptor

dithiophene)-alt-2,6-spiro

motif:

[2,1-b:3,4-b0 ]

poly-2,6-(4,4-dihexadecyl-4H-cyclopenta
0

0

0

0

[cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b ]dithiophene-4,9 -ﬂuorene]-2 ,7 -dicarbonitrile,

referred to as PCPDT-sFCN. The role of the orthogonal acceptor is to spatially isolate the LUMO from
the HOMO, allowing for negligible exchange energy between electrons in these orbitals and minimising
the energy gap between singlet and triplet charge transfer states. We employ ultrafast and microsecond
transient absorption spectroscopy to demonstrate that, even in the absence of a separate electron
acceptor, PCPDT-sFCN shows eﬃcient charge photogeneration in both pristine solution and ﬁlm. This
eﬃcient charge generation is a result of an isoenergetic singlet/triplet charge transfer state equilibrium
acting as a reservoir for charge carrier formation. Furthermore, clear evidence of enhanced triplet
populations, which form in less than 1 ps, is observed. Using group theory, we show that this ultrafast
triplet formation is due to highly eﬃcient, quantum mechanically allowed intersystem crossing between
the bright, initially photoexcited local singlet state and the triplet charge transfer state. Remarkably, the
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free charges that form via the charge transfer state are extraordinarily long-lived with millisecond
lifetimes, possibly due to the stabilisation imparted by the spatial separation of PCPDT-sFCN's donor and
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orthogonal acceptor motifs. The eﬃcient generation of long-lived charge carriers in a pristine polymer
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paves the way for single-material applications such as organic photovoltaics and photodetectors.

1. Introduction
Charge photogeneration in organic photovoltaics generally
requires a bulk heterojunction containing both an electron
donor and acceptor, in order to overcome the binding energy of
the photoexcited exciton. This is the case even for the highest
eﬃciency organic photovoltaic devices, which incorporate novel
non-fullerene acceptors.1,2 Although highly eﬃcient charge
photogeneration can be achieved using this bulk heterojunction conguration, it is accompanied by a host of other
issues: energy losses,3 morphology variations,4 miscibility,5
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stability,6 and added fabrication complexity. It is therefore
desirable to target organic optoelectronics comprised of
a single-material (pristine) active layer. However, pristine
conjugated polymers typically do not possess high levels of
charge photogeneration,7 nor the long charge carrier lifetimes
required. Instead, any charges that do form tend to undergo
rapid geminate recombination on ps–ns timescales.8,9 Furthermore, many pristine conjugated polymers exhibit solely triplet
formation.10,11
Triplet states are a key species that commonly form during
the operation of organic electronic devices such as light emitting diodes and solar cells.12 Although traditionally seen as
a loss mechanism in organic photovoltaics (OPV), the unique
properties of triplets are increasingly being manipulated to
enhance device eﬃciencies through strategies such as singlet
ssion13–15 and up-conversion.16,17 Triplets are also of signicant
value in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs)18 and bioapplications.19 Indeed, interest in triplet states has been
mounting owing to their recently discovered prevalence in
highly eﬃcient non-fullerene acceptor OPV blends.20 Of particular importance, therefore, is the interplay between triplets and
charges.
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There are three primary mechanisms by which donor or
acceptor triplet states form in an organic solar cell: intersystem
crossing (ISC), back electron transfer from a spin-mixing charge
transfer (CT) state,21 and via bimolecular recombination of free
carriers.22 The rate of ISC is dictated by the size of the spin–orbit
coupling and the energy gap between the singlet and triplet
states involved, DEST. Spin–orbit coupling depends on either the
presence of heavy atoms and/or changes in orbital angular
momentum, whereas DEST depends on the exchange energy.
DEST is typically large for conjugated polymers, on the order of
0.7 eV.12 A large exchange energy is not ideal for an organic solar
cell as it creates deep triplet levels on either the donor or
acceptor that can lead to preferential triplet formation instead
of the desired charge carrier formation.8 Conversely, a small
exchange energy has the potential advantage of allowing triplet
recycling via reverse intersystem crossing (RISC).23 Reducing
DEST is also important for thermally activated delayed uorescence (TADF), a key strategy for enhancing OLED
eﬃciencies.24–26
Pursuing strategies familiar to these TADF small molecules,
we previously synthesised conjugated polymers with signicantly reduced DEST.27 This was accomplished by changing the
standard alternating donor–acceptor copolymer structure to
a situation where the electron acceptor moiety is located physically orthogonal to the donor backbone. This conguration
achieved a signicant reduction in the spatial overlap between
the frontier molecular orbitals, substantially decreasing DEST
whilst still maintaining a conjugated backbone. Indeed,
enhanced triplet formation and TADF was observed. However,
these TADF polymers lacked the charge photogeneration abilities required for photovoltaic applications.
In our current work, we demonstrate that by changing the
polymer backbone to a lower bandgap motif, the functionality
can be switched from light emission to charge photogeneration
in the pristine polymer. Poly-2,6-(4,4-dihexadecyl-4H-cyclopenta

Scheme 1

Edge Article
[2,1-b:3,4-b0 ]dithiophene)-alt-2,6-spiro [cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b0 ]
dithiophene-4,90 -uorene]-20 ,70 -dicarbonitrile, referred to as
PCPDT-sFCN (structure shown in Scheme 1), is comprised of an
electron rich donor backbone in combination with a dicyanosubstituted spirobiuorene, which is located orthogonal to
the main backbone. The CPDT backbone used here is well
known for its role as the donor component in the intensively
studied low band gap D-A polymer PCDTBT.28–30
Transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) measurements of
PCPDT-sFCN show unusually high charge carrier yields and
lifetimes in both pristine solution and lm, a result of isoenergetic spin-mixing singlet/triplet CT states acting as a reservoir for charge carrier formation. These CT states dissociate into
extraordinarily long-lived free charges due to the spatial separation of PCPDT-sFCN's donor and orthogonal acceptor motifs.
This behaviour is very unusual for a pristine conjugated polymer and oﬀers a new synthetic strategy for future improvements
in single-material optoelectronic applications such as OPV and
photodetectors.

2.

Results

2.1. Synthesis
The synthesis of PCPDT-sFCN is outlined in Scheme 1. Aer
lithium-halogen exchange, 1 was treated with 2,7-dibromo-9uorenone (2) to aﬀord the tertiary alcohol 3. The TMS protecting groups incorporated into 1 are crucial to prevent side
reactions during this step. Subsequent treatment of 3 with the
Lewis acid FeCl3 enables dehydrative ring closure to form the
spiro centre alongside deprotection of the TMS groups in onepot, aﬀording 4. The electron withdrawing CN groups were
next installed by a Rosemund von Braun reaction to obtain
CPDT-sFCN, before bromination with NBS provided the nal
polymer precursor BrCPDT-sFCN. PCPDT-sFCN was then
prepared via the microwave-assisted Stille polycondensation of

Synthesis of PCPDT-sFCN.
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the solution, albeit slightly redshied, exhibiting a maximum at
685 nm with the additional shoulder now found at 730 nm.
2.3. TC-SPC

Fig. 1 Normalised ground state absorbance and photoluminescence
spectra of pristine PCPDT-sFCN in chlorobenzene solution (50 mg
mL1) and thin ﬁlm. Spectra have been normalised to their respective
peak maxima.

BrCPDT-sFCN with the stannylated CPDT monomer 5 in chlorobenzene. PCPDT-sFCN was obtained in number average (Mn)
and weight average (Mw) molecular weights of 6.4 and 8.2 kDa,
respectively. The comonomer 5, with large hexadecyl alkyl
chains, was selected to ensure the high solubility of PCPDTsFCN in common aromatic and chlorinated organic solvents.
Despite the relatively low molecular weight of the material, the
similarity of the absorption maxima and onset (Fig. 1) to simple
PCPDT homo and co-polymers suggests that PCPDT-sFCN has
reached its eﬀective conjugation length.31

Time-correlated single-photon counting (TC-SPC) measurements were carried out on the pristine PCPDT-sFCN solution as
shown in Fig. 2 (kinetics are shown in Fig. S2†). The PL decays
are short-lived and multiexponential, with the longest decay
time constant not exceeding 0.7 ns. The short-lived PL is
consistent with the low PL quantum yields measured. The PL
decay is also found to be faster in the pristine lm when
compared to its solution, which is a common occurrence due to
increased non-radiative decay pathways in the solid phase.28,32
An examination of the PCPDT-sFCN solution PL spectra over
time revealed a change on early nanosecond timescales, with
the 720 nm shoulder becoming increasingly prominent with
time relative to the 680 nm peak. This observation may suggest
that either the vibronic structure and thus excited state structure is changing on nanosecond timescales (which is unlikely),
or that the 720 nm peak belongs to a diﬀerent species that
decays with a slower rate. Given the red-shied nature and
similarity to other examples in the literature33,34 – including
other orthogonal acceptor polymers27 – this could indicate the
presence of very weak CT exciton emission at 720 nm. This
possible presence of an intramolecular CT state will be explored
further in the ps-TAS section.
2.4. Microsecond transient absorption spectroscopy

2.2. Absorbance and photoluminescence
Fig. 1 shows the normalised ground state absorbance of both
the pristine PCPDT-sFCN thin lm and its neat chlorobenzene
solution (a comparison to the individual monomer units is in
Fig. S1, ESI†). PCPDT-sFCN displays a broad absorption band at
550 nm, likely due to a p/p* transition along the conjugated
thiophene backbone, as this would have a much higher oscillator strength than a CT absorption. We will term the p–p* state
positioned along the thiophene backbone as a “local exciton”
(LE). However, it is possible that a weak CT absorption from the
donor to the orthogonal acceptor moiety is found beneath or to
the red of the broad 550 nm peak.1 The 550 nm absorption does
not show prominent vibronic structure, illustrating a large
energetic dispersity that may indicate a broad distribution of
polymer conformations. This inhomogeneous broadening is
found to be slightly more pronounced in the lm, thus pointing
to increased disorder in the solid phase.
Following optical excitation with 532 nm (2.33 eV), the
pristine PCPDT-sFCN in chlorobenzene solution was found to
exhibit a relatively broad emission (Fig. 1), with a maximum
situated at 680 nm and a shoulder at 720 nm. The measured
photoluminescence (PL) quantum yields for PCPDT-sFCN were
very low, even in solution (<5%). This implies highly eﬃcient
deactivation of the initially formed p–p* state, by such
processes as ISC and/or internal conversion to a lower energy
“dark” 1CT state. The corresponding pristine PCPDT-sFCN lm
is found to exhibit a very similar photoluminescence prole to

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry

Microsecond transient absorption spectroscopy was performed,
since ms timescales are ideal for investigating the presence of
triplet states. It is easier to characterise triplets on ms–ms
timescales as there are fewer competing excited states and
diﬀusion-controlled O2 quenching measurements can be performed. Excitation of the pristine PCPDT-sFCN solution results
in the initial formation of a broad transient species in the NIR,
with its peak situated at 920 nm, as shown in Fig. 3a and b.
However, by 100 ms the spectrum evolves to reveal the presence

Fig. 2 Time-correlated single photon counting PL spectra of the
PCPDT-sFCN solution (chlorobenzene, 50 mg mL1) obtained with an
excitation wavelength of 467 nm.
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of a new even longer-lived species, with its peak centred at
1020 nm. An examination of the ms-TA kinetics at 980 nm
reveals a multicomponent decay (Fig. 4a), consisting of an
initial exponential component until 40 ms, followed by a power
law decay at longer times. The presence of two decay phases is
consistent with the observed spectral evolution and the close
proximity of the two transitions, where the initial exponential
component relates to the 920 nm band and the power law
component to the 1020 nm band.
The initial exponential component at 920 nm, which dominates the TA spectrum at early times, was analysed by subtracting the power law from the overall data, revealing the
presence of a decay that could be tted with a stretched expob
nential (DOD f e(t/s) ), where DOD is the change in optical
density. Excitation density dependent studies show an invariance of these kinetics with uence (Fig. 4a inset and Fig. S3a†),
indicating that the dispersive exponential behaviour does not
stem from second-order processes such as triplet–triplet annihilation. The average distribution parameter of b ¼ 0.87  0.03
indicates that the exponential decay is close to rst order
(mono-exponential) kinetics, but that a degree of energetic
distribution is present. This close-to-monoexponential behaviour is consistent with an assignment of the 920 nm band to
triplets, but the presence of a small component of stretched
exponential decay indicates that these triplets are located in

Edge Article
a dispersive environment,35,36 even in solution (such as coiled or
tangled polymer chains).
To conrm this triplet assignment, oxygen sensitivity
experiments were performed. As shown in Fig. 4a, the presence
of O2 is found to aﬀect the two decay components very diﬀerently. The initial exponential decay (the 920 nm feature) is
signicantly reduced in both lifetime and amplitude, as expected for a triplet state, and thus veries this assignment.
Importantly, the observed oxygen quenching was found to be
reversible when the sample was re-purged with N2, thus eliminating the possibility of the signal quenching deriving from
oxygen-based degradation of the sample.
The long-lived TA at 1020 nm is likely to derive from
a charged species (i.e. radical cation or anion), as the power law
decay exhibited at later times (>40 ms) is generally observed for
bimolecular recombination of long-lived, free charges
(polarons) in donor/acceptor thin lms.37,38 Fitting a power-law
to the long-lived component of the pristine PCPDT-sFCN solution kinetic decays yields an average exponent of a ¼ 0.38,
a similar value to many polymer/acceptor blend lms.29,39 This
indicates an aggregated, amorphous environment for these
PCPDT-sFCN charges in solution, which leads to relatively
energetically deep trap states. The oxygen quenching experiment (Fig. 4a) conrms the assignment of the 1020 nm band to
charges. This longer-lived power law component is signicantly
less aﬀected by the O2; indeed, the induced reduction of the

Fig. 3 (a) Microsecond transient absorption spectrum of PCPDT-sFCN in (a and b) chlorobenzene solution (50 mg mL1) and (c and d) PCPDTsFCN : PC60BM 1 : 1 thin ﬁlm. Obtained with an excitation wavelength of 530 nm, a probe wavelength of 980 nm, and excitation densities of 40
mJ cm2 and 16 mJ cm2 respectively. The lower panels (b and d) show the same spectral data normalised to 900 nm, illustrating the presence of
a new species at later time scales in the case of the pristine solution. Inset in (c): microsecond transient absorption kinetics of a PCPDTsFCN : PC60BM 1 : 1 thin ﬁlm under N2 and O2 atmospheres, illustrating an O2 independent decay that is indicative of polarons.
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Fig. 4 (a) ms-TA kinetics of pristine PCPDT-sFCN in chlorobenzene
solution (50 mg mL1), excited with a pump wavelength of 532 nm,
using a probe wavelength of 980 nm, and an excitation energy of 20 mJ
cm2. The inset shows the independence of both decay phases with
respect to excitation density. Under nitrogen, the triplets can be
observed 400 ns to 30 ms and polarons 30 ms to >1 ms. (b) Normalised microsecond transient absorption kinetics of pristine PCPDTsFCN solution (50 mg mL1), pristine PCPDT-sFCN ﬁlm, and a PCPDTsFCN : PC60BM 1 : 1 blend ﬁlm, probed at 980 nm. The decay data
have been normalised to the number of photons absorbed at the
exciting wavelength.

triplet component reveals more of the power law decay. The
gradient of the power law is unchanged in the presence of O2,
which is consistent with its assignment to a charged species.
However, an important observation is that the amplitude of the
power law decreases, suggesting a reduction in the population
of charge carriers. This reduction is signicant (40% at 100 ms)
and reproducible, and a return to the inert atmosphere restores
the charge carrier population to its original amplitude. This
observation suggests that the mechanism by which the charge
carriers form involves a triplet intermediate species. This
observed recombination behaviour has previously been reported by Ohkita et al. for a polythiophene derivative, although
this was for a PC60BM blend lm and not a pristine material in
solution.40 In addition, the charges are extraordinarily longlived in the PCPDT-sFCN solution, with a lifetime on the
order of milliseconds.
TA spectroscopy on ms timescales was then applied to the
pristine PCPDT-sFCN lm (Fig. S3†), for a comparison to the

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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solution. A very similar spectral evolution over time was
observed for the lm, with the initial oxygen-sensitive triplet at
ca. 960 nm decaying to reveal the longer-lived charges at
1010 nm. In addition to the red-shi of the triplet from 920 nm
in solution to 960 nm in the lm, a closer examination of the
kinetics and relative amplitudes of the two components reveals
diﬀerences to the solution behaviour. Fig. 4b shows the lm
kinetics at 980 nm, which reveals a multicomponent decay
prole that is similar in nature to what was observed in the
solution phase (the subtle diﬀerences are discussed in the
ESI†). In contrast to the solution, however, the relative triplet
population in the lm is considerably reduced, while the charge
population is greater. The presence of additional intermolecular interactions in the lm may promote charge carrier
formation or stabilise the charges, prolonging their lifetime.
To investigate the polaron formation in PCPDT-sFCN further,
a blend lm of PCPDT-sFCN with the well-known acceptor PC60BM
was examined (Fig. 3c, d and 4b). PC60BM was chosen because it
has been well-studied and its excited species transitions are
known;41,42 furthermore, its transient species have low oscillator
strengths and thus the PCPDT-sFCN features will dominate. Fig. 3c
shows the ms-TA spectrum obtained for a PCPDT-sFCN : PC60BM
1 : 1 blend. The spectrum at 1 ms is found to exhibit the polaron
transition at 1020 nm, consistent with that observed on the late ms
timescales for the pristine PCPDT-sFCN lm and solution. In
addition, no oxygen sensitivity is observed (Fig. 3c inset), as expected for a polaron. As such, the singlet exciton must be quenched
by the PC60BM on ultrafast timescales in the blend, which significantly inhibits triplet formation from taking place. This also has
the additional consequence of a much higher polaron yield in the
blend lm compared to the pristine lm and solution, by a factor of
5 and 20 respectively (Fig. 4b).

2.5. Picosecond transient absorption spectroscopy
To help understand the observed PL and ms-TAS results, ps-TAS
was employed. Fig. 5 shows the TA spectra obtained for PCPDTsFCN in solution and lm by exciting with a pump wavelength
of 520 nm. The ground state bleach contribution can be seen in
the region 450–690 nm for both samples, while the region from
690–780 nm correlates well with the spectral emission region of
PCPDT-sFCN and is ascribed to stimulated emission. At early
times prior to 1 ps, a broad photoinduced absorption can be
observed at 1300 nm, with a prominent shoulder at ca. 1000 nm.
The transition at 1300 nm is found to undergo a red shi of 30
meV within 10 ps in the solution, but no such red-shi is
observed in the lm. By 6 ns the 1300 nm transition has
completely decayed in both lm and solution, while the
1000 nm shoulder is resolved into a long-lived species at
960 nm. The 1300 nm band is assigned to the singlet exciton
due to its short-lived nature (most likely a thiophene-based p–
p* local exciton (LE)). The assignment of this band to the local
PCPDT-sFCN singlet exciton is consistent with the observed
spectral red-shi, which can therefore be attributed to vibrational relaxation, aﬀorded by the energetic disorder.43 The redshi was not observed in the lm due to the more rapid
vibrational relaxation enabled by the condensed phase.
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Fig. 5 Picosecond transient absorption spectrum of PCPDT-sFCN in
(a) chlorobenzene solution (50 mg mL1) and (b) thin ﬁlm, excited with
a pump wavelength of 520 nm and an excitation density of 50 mJ
cm2. Spectra have been corrected for the absorbance at the exciting
wavelength.

The 960 nm ps-TA band is assigned to the PCPDT-sFCN
triplet because it is identical in position and spectral shape
compared to the triplet absorption in the ms-TA spectrum, as
shown in Fig. 6a. Due to this strong resemblance, a likely
candidate for the triplet observed in the ps-TAS is therefore the
T1 state, assuming rapid internal conversion down the triplet
manifold. Interestingly, the 960 nm band reached its maximum
population by 1 ps, irrespective of phase (solution/lm), and
this suggests that the PCPDT-sFCN triplet is generated on
ultrafast timescales. This is an unusual nding and will be
addressed in detail later. It was also observed that the PCPDTsFCN triplet spectrum at 6 ns for the lm was broader than in
solution, particularly on the red side between 1000–1100 nm
(Fig. S4†), whereas the singlet state spectral width remained the
same from solution to lm. This 1000–1100 nm region is where
the PCPDT-sFCN polaron was observed in the ms-TA spectrum.

8170 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 8165–8177
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Fig. 6 (a) A comparison of the PCPDT-sFCN ﬁlm ms-TA and ps-TA raw
data, showing that the 6 ns ps-TA band at 950 nm clearly matches the
triplet at 950 nm in the ms-TA data. The PCPDT-sFCN ﬁlm at 1 ms also
clearly has a contribution from charge carriers, as evidenced by the
comparison to the fullerene blend, which exhibits primarily charges. (b)
Spectral components obtained by global analysis of the picosecond
transient absorption data of the PCPDT-sFCN ﬁlm, excited with
a pump wavelength of 520 nm and an excitation density of 50 mJ
cm2. The solution data (Fig. S5†) is very similar. (c) Decay kinetics for
each ps-TA spectral component extracted using global analyses for
both the PCPDT-sFCN solution (chlorobenzene, 50 mg mL1) and ﬁlm.

Given that higher charge carrier populations were observed in
the lm compared to the solution (Fig. 4b), this implies that
polarons and/or CT states are also observed in the lm ps-TA
spectra.
Global analyses were performed to extract kinetic information from the ps-TA spectra. The presence of three spectral
components was extracted for both lm and solution (Fig. 6b
and S5†). These components were observed at 960, 1080, and
1300 nm. The transitions at 960 and 1300 nm, which are clearly
observable in the raw spectral data, have been assigned to
absorption by the PCPDT-sFCN triplet and singlet states
respectively. The third transition located at 1080 nm, which was

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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only apparent from the raw spectral data of the lm, is assigned
to a CT state. This CT state assignment is supported by the
observation of a red-shied, weak, CT state-like uorescence in
the time resolved PL spectra on very early nanosecond timescales. Furthermore, the 1080 nm band is at a very similar
spectral position compared to the charges observed in the ms-TA
spectra (1060 nm), and it is well-known that CT state and fully
separated charges possess virtually identical absorption
spectra.8,44,45 It should be pointed out that while this CT state
component is relatively weak in magnitude, it is unlikely to be
due to an artifact of the global analysis related to the singlet
exciton red-shi with time: this would not have led to the
observed population growth of this component. Furthermore,
the lm shows no singlet exciton red-shi over time, and it also
possesses the third GA component.
The GA kinetics are shown in Fig. 6c. The singlet exciton
shows complex multi-exponential kinetics rather than the expected mono-exponential kinetics, even at low excitation
densities. The lack of excitation density dependence (Fig. S6†)
shows that annihilation eﬀects are not present and so the
unusual need for multi-exponential ts for these decays reects
PCPDT-sFCN's energetic dispersity and the presence of multiple
intrinsic decay pathways. This behaviour is observed in both
solution and lm, although the lm does show faster singlet
decay kinetics, a result of the condensed phase quenching the
excited states more rapidly. The singlet exciton lifetime of <23
ps in the lm is at least an order of magnitude faster than many
other conjugated polymers which possess a similar optical band
gap of 1.8–1.9 eV,32,46 a reection of the ultrafast deactivation via
triplet formation and/or internal conversion to a lower energy
intramolecular CT state.
The GA kinetics show a growth in the CT state population
(Fig. 6c), particularly for the lm, reaching a maximum at
approximately 5 ps for the PCPDT-sFCN lm, and 10–15 ps for
the solution. The rise times for the CT states match one of the
decay time constants in the respective singlet state decay (1 ps
for the lm and 8 ps for the solution), suggesting that the CT
state is formed directly via internal conversion of the initially
photogenerated 1p–p* state. In solution, the CT state possesses
monomolecular, excitation density independent decay
dynamics,43,47 yielding a lifetime of s ¼ 550  20 ps. This
geminate recombination is another indication that it is indeed
the CT state that is being observed, rather than free charges. In
the lm, however, the CT state shows non-rst order decay
kinetics, suggesting the presence of multiple decay pathways.
Furthermore, the CT state is much longer-lived in the lm than
in the solution, which is consistent with both its appearance in
the raw data at 6 ns and also the higher free charge population
observed on the later ms timescales. A possible reason for these
observations could be that the initially formed intramolecular
CT state is more able to easily dissociate onto adjacent polymer
chains in the lm, thereby both prolonging the lifetime of the
charges and also providing an additional decay pathway for the
CT state.
We now turn our attention to the triplet exciton. The triplet
rst appears in the raw ps-TA data as a strong shoulder at ca.
1000 nm at ultrafast times, which is revealed as a distinct band

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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at 960 nm at longer times. As such, it is identical to the PCPDTsFCN lm triplet observed in the ms-TA data (Fig. 6a). Note that
little vibronic structure was observed in the singlet exciton
component extracted from the global analysis (Fig. 6b), and this
suggests that the 1000 nm shoulder in the raw data at early
times is unlikely related to a vibronic transition of the singlet.
Furthermore, the charged species component at 1080 nm is too
far to the red and too weak (by almost an order of magnitude,
Fig. 6c) to be signicantly contributing to the initial strong
shoulder at ca. 1000 nm. As such, it appears that triplet
formation in PCPDT-sFCN does indeed occur on ultrafast subps timescales. This is the case for both solution and lm,
indicating that the additional intermolecular interactions
present in the lm do not impede the ultrafast triplet formation, suggesting an intrinsic behaviour rather than a morphological/conformational dependent process. In both cases the
maximum triplet population is reached prior to 1 ps. This
implies that the triplet is populated on instrument limited
timescales (<200 fs). The triplet exciton shows faster decay
kinetics in the lm compared to the solution (Fig. 6c), as was
observed for the singlet. This is consistent with the smaller
triplet population observed in the ms-TA data in the lm
compared to the solution. Again, multi-exponential kinetics
indicate that the triplet possesses multiple decay pathways.
However, this time the decay kinetics do depend on excitation
density (on these early times: on ms timescales the triplet decay
is excitation density independent). This could relate to mechanisms such as triplet–triplet annihilation or triplet-charge
annihilation.

3.

Discussion

Upon excitation the main photoproduct of the pristine PCPDTsFCN, be it in solution or the solid phase, is highly likely to be
the 1p–p* state (the ‘local’ singlet exciton (LE), distributed
along the polymer backbone), rather than a lower energy CT
state involving the orthogonal spirobiuorene unit. Local
singlet excitons are well known to have considerably higher
oscillator strengths than CT states, simply because of greater
orbital overlap. A CT state is also evident for PCPDT-sFCN, but
the ps-TAS results show the growth of this CT state on ps
timescales, considerably slower than the local singlet exciton
formation. In addition to the PCPDT-sFCN singlet, the PCPDTsFCN triplet is also found generated on ultrafast timescales in
both solution and thin lm. Given the expansion of conjugated
polymers into bio-applications,48 such eﬃcient and rapid triplet
formation is useful for photocaging and photodynamic therapy
purposes. The ultrafast triplet formation, while unusual, is not
unprecedented. It has also been observed for small molecule
diketopyrrolopyrrole/fullerene blends as a result of ultrafast
spin-mixing and back recombination.8
The ultrafast timescales on which the PCPDT-sFCN triplet is
generated is akin to singlet ssion.49 However, singlet ssion is
highly unlikely in PCPDT-sFCN. Singlet ssion has an energy
requirement that 2ET1 # ES1 must be met.50 Assuming that any
singlet ssion must occur within the local excited state manifolds (the singlet and triplet CT states will certainly be too close
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together energetically in an orthogonal system for singlet
ssion), the lowest 1LE state of PCPDT-sFCN experimentally lies
at 1.94 eV. For singlet ssion to occur, this means the lowest 3LE
state would have to be located at #0.97 eV and we know that this
is not the case: the eﬃcient oxygen quenching of the PCPDTsFCN triplet necessitates its energy being greater than that of
the oxygen singlet state (0.98 eV).
Alternatively, the ultrafast triplet formation could be occurring via singlet–triplet ISC between the initially excited 1LE and
the 3CT states.51,52 This ISC process can be highly eﬃcient,
particularly in the case where the energy gap between the states
is small and the acceptor's molecular orbitals are found near
perpendicular to the donor's: the spin-ip can be coupled to
a large change in orbital angular momentum and therefore
conserve overall angular momentum.53 This ISC process has
been observed previously in small molecule and polymeric D-oA systems and has been invoked to describe the mechanism via
which they undergo TADF.54
To explore this ISC possibility further, we investigated
PCPDT-sFCN computationally. Due to the large size of the
polymer, computation of the electronic structure of an entire
polymer chain is not feasible, and instead the singlet and triplet
manifolds were calculated utilising time density functional
theory (TD-DFT) for a dimeric unit of the PCPDT-sFCN polymer
(CAM-B3LYP/def2-TZVP). The results from the calculations

Table 1 Calculated electronic energies for the excited states of
a PCPDT-sFCN dimer (CAM-B3LYP/def2-TZVP) and the corresponding density diﬀerence plots. Irrep labels for the C2v point group
symmetry (where the z axis corresponds to rotation around the central
spiro unit) are also given and should be considered as an approximation only

State

Type

Energy (eV)

Symmetry

S1

CT

2.01

B2

S2

LE

2.16

B1

T1

LE

1.30

B1

(Table 1, Fig. 7) do indeed show a local singlet exciton (S2(LE)) at
higher energy than the singlet charge transfer state (S1(CT)).
The calculated S2 energy of 2.16 eV is in the same range as the
experimentally determined optical band gap of 1.94 eV, and the
calculated S1–S2 gap of 0.15 eV is similar to the diﬀerence
between the p–p* emission and weak CT emission observed in
the PL spectra (0.18 eV). The calculated triplet manifold indicates the T1 state to be a local p–p* triplet, while the T3 state is
CT in character and virtually isoenergetic with the S1 (1CT) state.
Now that we have established the nature and energetics of
the pertinent excited states, we return to our ISC hypothesis. We
can use theoretical arguments to explain the observed photophysics of PCPDT-sFCN. The full polymer in a thin lm will
usually be amorphous and therefore have little symmetry.
However, locally the polymer has C2v symmetry, with the C2 axis
passing through the quaternary spiro carbon (Fig. S7†). The
HOMO of PCPDT-sFCN therefore transforms as A2 symmetry,
the LUMO of the thiophene units as B2 and the LUMO of the
uorene unit as B1. This means that the S1(CT) state is A2  B1 ¼
B2, so is y-polarized dipole allowed, but very weak due to poor
orbital overlap. The S2(LE) state is A2  B2 ¼ B1, so is x-polarized
and allowed. This gives rise to the broad absorption feature seen
in the ground state absorption spectrum of PCPDT-sFCN. The
T1(LE) state arising from HOMO–LUMO (thiophene) will be B1
and the T3(CT) state arising from HOMO–LUMO (uorene) will
be B2. Within this approximate model, all LE states considered
here and localised along the thiophene backbone are B1 and all
CT states are B2.
Concerning spin–orbit coupling, the spin orbit coupling
(SOC) operator transforms as molecular rotations, which for C2v
span A2, B1, and B2, but not A1. For SOC between the bright

Density diﬀerence

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of the calculated electronic states

T2

LE

1.71

B1

T3

CT

2.00

B2

T4

LE

2.11

B1
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and possible diﬀerent photophysical pathways for PCPDT-sFCN.
States that are experimentally observed are highlighted with a solid
colour background. The initially photoexcited species is the allowed
S2(LE) state. From here, ultra-fast quantum mechanically allowed
intersystem crossing (ISC) can occur to the triplet manifold, mainly
T3(CT). Note that this ISC is shown as a horizontal transition to an
isoenergetic triplet state: the vibrationally excited T3(CT) state. ISC to
T4 is less likely as it is symmetry forbidden. The T3(CT) is in a rapid ISC/
RISC equilibrium with the isoenergetic S1(CT) state, from which free
charges form. In addition, vibrational relaxation and internal conversion (IC) within the triplet manifold results in the formation of T1(LE),
which is observed in the TAS. Finally, the photoexcited S2(LE) can also
undergo IC to form S1(CT).
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S2(LE) state and T3(CT) state, we have B1  B2 ¼ A2, which
transforms as Rz, meaning that direct spin–orbit coupling
between S2 and T3 is allowed. These results are consistent with
the DFT-calculated SOC matrix elements (Table S1†), which
exhibit the greatest value of 2.08 cm1 for the S2(LE)/T3(CT)
transition. As such, ISC from the initially photogenerated S2(LE)
state to T3(CT) is fully quantum mechanically allowed,
accounting for the ultrafast triplet formation observed experimentally for PCPDT-sFCN. Furthermore, the S2(LE) and T3(CT)
states are separated by only 0.16 eV, and this will also facilitate
a high rate of ISC. The presence of multiple triplet states that
are energetically close to the bright S2(LE) state – particularly
the T4(LE) – also enable increased ISC, as suggested by Fermi's
golden rule. However, direct ISC to T4 is less likely as it is
a symmetry–forbidden transition. Finally, the rate of the S2(LE)–
T3(CT) transition could be enhanced via vibronic coupling
between the S1(CT) and S2(LE) states, which can give rise to
strong second-order coupling.55 We also apply these group
theory arguments to the internal conversion processes (see
ESI†).
A remarkable observation was the relatively eﬃcient charge
generation occurring in dilute PCPDT-sFCN solution (50 mg
mL1), and in the absence of a separate electron acceptor.
Furthermore, these charges are extraordinarily long-lived, with
millisecond lifetimes. This is highly unusual because conjugated polymers in solution oen display only triplet formation,32 and for those that are capable of charge generation in
solution or pristine lms, these charges generally decay on
nanosecond timescales due to rapid geminate recombination.9
The charge generation process in the pristine polymer solution
is likely aided by the strongly intramolecular donor/acceptor
nature of PCPDT-sFCN, providing signicant charge-transfer
character to the lowest energy singlet state. The spatial separation of electron and hole in this CT state reduces the exciton
binding energy, and this, coupled to the aggregate conguration with multiple interchain interactions, allows the separated
charges to form (depicted in Fig. 7). Furthermore, the strong
spatial separation of hole and electron inhibits recombination,
allowing the remarkably long charge carrier lifetime observed. A
summary of all experimentally determined time constants for
PCPDT-sFCN is shown in Fig. S8.†
The charge generation in PCPDT-sFCN is enhanced even
further in the pristine lm. Such eﬃcient formation of longlived charge carriers usually only occurs in the presence of
a separate electron acceptor, with the accompanying blend
morphology variations and stability concerns, additional
fabrication complexity, and energy losses. In contrast, PCPDTsFCN can overcome its own exciton binding energy to a signicant extent without the need for a separate electron acceptor
(although charge photogeneration is enhanced even further
when an acceptor is present).
The extraordinarily long-lived charge carriers in pristine
PCPDT-sFCN thus demonstrate that the orthogonal acceptor
strategy has signicant potential for single-material optoelectronic applications, such as organic photovoltaics and photodetectors. Indeed, a comparison of the polymer polaron decay
kinetics of pristine PCPDT-sFCN in solution and well-known

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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blends P3HT : PC60BM and PDTSiTTz : PC60BM (Fig. 8) reveals
that pristine PCPDT-sFCN polarons have a very similar millisecond lifetime to the polarons in the two donor/acceptor
blends. This observation is particularly remarkable because
both P3HT : PC60BM and PDTSiTTz : PC60BM exhibit strong
non-Langevin behaviour,56,57 with signicantly supressed
charge carrier recombination: as such, their polarons are
signicantly longer-lived than in most other donor/acceptor
blends. It should be noted, however, that there are multiple
other factors to consider in the pursuit of single-material
devices, such as charge carrier mobility – which dictates
charge transport and collection – and supressing non-radiative
loss mechanisms.
One of the key features of the donor-orthogonal-acceptor
architecture (D-o-A) is the reduced spatial overlap between the
frontier molecular orbitals, which is a consequence of the
physical separation of the donor and acceptor units. This
reduced spatial overlap has the eﬀect of minimising the
exchange energy between the singlet and triplet CT states, such
that the 1CT–3CT energy gap becomes near degenerate, as
observed in the calculated energy levels for PCPDT-sFCN. This
allows for an equilibrium between the 1CT and 3CT states via
spin-mixing, as seen for some other materials.8 Note that SOC
between these two charge transfer states S1(CT) and T3(CT) is B2
 B2 ¼ A1, and therefore formally forbidden, with a small
calculated SOC matrix element of 0.02 cm1. The question then
arises of how the singlet and triplet CT states might couple,
given that they have very weak direct spin–orbit coupling.
However, the isoenergetic nature of these states (2.00 eV and
2.01 eV) mean that virtually any perturbation can couple them,
such as nonadiabatic coupling.53

Fig. 8 The ms TA kinetics of the PCPDT-sFCN solution under O2

atmosphere to show more of the polaron decay, compared to the
polymer polaron decay kinetics of well-known non-Langevin (reduced
recombination) bulk-heterojunction blends P3HT : PC60BM and
PDTSiTTz : PC60BM. The PCPDT-sFCN data was measured using
a pump wavelength of 532 nm, a probe wavelength of 980 nm, and an
excitation energy of 20 mJ cm2. The P3HT : PC60BM data was
measured using a pump wavelength of 500 nm, a probe wavelength of
980 nm, and an excitation energy of 36 mJ cm2. The
PDTSiTTz : PC60BM data was measured using a pump wavelength of
532 nm, a probe wavelength of 1100 nm, and an excitation energy of
36 mJ cm2.
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Indeed, the equilibrium between the 1CT and 3CT states may
have an impact on charge photogeneration. A pertinent observation in this context is the reduction in the charge carrier
population on ms timescales in the presence of oxygen. This is
consistent with the presence of a 1CT/3CT equilibrium – oxygen
would quench the 3CT state, thereby fewer CT states would be
available for charge photogeneration. An interesting point here
concerns the 3CT states formed via the equilibrium: how much
do they directly contribute to charge generation? Since internal
conversion through the triplet manifold must be rapid, this
could act as a kinetic sink for the formation of any 3CT states.
This not only implies that charge generation primarily occurs
via the 1CT state, it also implies that the 1CT/3CT equilibrium
must be slow, such that charge separated states can form in the
signicant populations we observe. In the context of the above
experimental observation of reduced charge carrier populations
under oxygen, this would then suggest that the quenching of
3
CT states by oxygen leads to a shi in the equilibrium to the
right (Le Chatelier's Principle), thereby depleting 1CT and thus
reducing the number of free charges formed. A signicant
implication of this observation is that the slow 1CT/3CT equilibrium may be acting as a reservoir for charge carrier formation, enabling charge carriers to generate and exist in a pristine
polymer long aer typically expected in standard conjugated
polymers. While the existence of 1CT/3CT equilibria is not new
in organic electronics materials,58–60 this is, to our knowledge,
the rst time it has been successfully combined with an
orthogonal acceptor to enable long-lived charge carrier populations, particularly in the pristine material.

4. Conclusions
A low band-gap conjugated polymer with a donor-orthogonal
acceptor motif, PCPDT-sFCN, was synthesized and investigated using a combination of spectroscopic techniques. The
orthogonal acceptor spatially isolated the LUMO from the
HOMO, allowing isoenergetic singlet and triplet charge transfer
states. A rich photophysical mechanism was uncovered with
important implications for the future utilisation of the orthogonal acceptor strategy. Ultrafast triplet formation was observed,
with a maximum triplet population forming prior to 1 ps:
a highly unusual observation when singlet ssion is not
present. We show using DFT and group theory that this ultrafast triplet formation is due to very eﬃcient, quantum
mechanically allowed intersystem crossing between the initially
photoexcited local singlet exciton and the triplet charge transfer
state.
PCPDT-sFCN also shows remarkably long-lived charge
carriers in both pristine solution and lm, with lifetimes on the
order of milliseconds. This occurs due to the isoenergetic
singlet/triplet charge transfer state equilibrium acting as
a reservoir of long-lived excited states, particularly in the
condensed (lm) phase. The charge transfer states are then able
to dissociate into free charges relatively easily due to the spatial
separation of PCPDT-sFCN's donor and orthogonal acceptor
motifs, which may also assist in inhibiting bimolecular
recombination. The orthogonal acceptor strategy therefore
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combines facile charge generation with a reservoir of excited
states from which long-lived charges can be created, oﬀering
a new design rule for future improvements in optoelectronics,
particularly for the development of single-material devices.

5.

Experimental

5.1. Synthesis
Synthetic details for PCPDT-sFCN are available in the ESI.†
5.2. Sample preparation
PC60BM was purchased from Ossila (>99% purity). Solutions
were prepared via dissolving PCPDT-sFCN in spectroscopic
grade chlorobenzene (Alfa Aesar) and stirring overnight at 65  C
in a glovebox, with an N2 atmosphere. Thin lms were prepared
via spin-coating from solution (10 mg mL1) onto ultra-at
quartz substrates (1 mm thickness) for 90 seconds at
1600 rpm. Substrates were cleaned via separately sonicating in
solutions of deionised water, acetone, and isopropanol for
15 min each. The pristine PCPDT-sFCN chlorobenzene solution
was prepared with a concentration of 50 mg mL1. The sample
was also degassed by using three cycles of freeze pump thaw
and sealing under a N2 atmosphere. This was achieved using
a custom-made Young's tap quartz cuvette with a pathlength of
2 mm, whereby the solution was degassed on a Schlenk line and
transferred to the cuvette via cannulation. Unless explicitly
stated, all measurements were carried out under an inert
atmosphere.
5.3. Steady state absorption and PL
Absorbance spectra were recorded with a Perkin Elmer LAMBDA
365 UV/Vis spectrophotometer. Fluorescence spectra were
recorded with a Horiba FluoroMax-4 spectrouorometer, and
corrected for instrument response at the exciting wavelength.
Steady-state spectra were recorded at room temperature, in
chlorobenzene solution (50 mg mL1).
5.4. Single-photon counting
TC-SPC measurements were carried out on a DeltaFlex TCSPC
Lifetime spectrometer (Horiba). Measurements for the pristine
PCPDT-sFCN solution and thin lm were obtained using a laser
diode with a pump wavelength of 467 nm. The instrument
response function (IRF) was collected using chlorobenzene
solution in a 2 mm pathlength quartz cuvette from Starna
Scientic for the solution or using poly(methyl methacrylate) for
the pristine lm.
5.5. Ultrafast TAS
Degassed solutions under inert nitrogen atmosphere were
excited with a pump wavelengths of 520 nm, 5–50 mJ cm2
pulses, generated by a commercially available optical parametric amplier TOPAS (Light conversion) pumped by a Solstice
Ti:sapphire regenerative amplier (Newport Ltd). Changes in
the optical density of the lms induced by the laser excitation
were probed with a second broadband pulse (830–1450 nm)
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generated in a sapphire crystal. A HELIOS (Ultrafast systems)
transient absorption spectrometer was used for recording the
dynamics of the transient absorption spectra up to 6.5 ns with
an average 200 fs instrument response function.

Chemical Science
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Notes and references
5.6. Microsecond TAS
Microsecond TAS was recorded using a 6 ns, 10 Hz Nd:YAG laser
(Spectra-Physics, INDI-40-10) for the excitation pulse. The excitation wavelength of 532 nm was selected with a versaScan L532 OPO (Newport Spectra-Physics). Excitation density was set
from 2 to 80 mJ cm2 using neutral density lters, and measured
with an ES111C power meter (Thorlabs). Probe light was
provided by a quartz tungsten halogen lamp (IL1, Bentham).
The TA signals were recorded with Si and InGaAs photodiodes
coupled to a preamplier and an electronic lter (Costronic
Electronics) connected to a Tektronix DPO4034B oscilloscope
and PC. Probe wavelengths were selected with a Cornerstone
130 monochromator (Oriel Instruments) before the detector.
5.7. DFT calculations
All calculations were performed using long range correct BLYP
functional61 and a def2-SVP basis set62 as implemented within
the ORCA quantum chemistry package.63 The range separate
value w ¼ 0.18 a1 was determined using an optimal tuning
procedure.64 The ground state geometry was optimised using
DFT, while the excited S1 state geometry was optimised using
time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) within the
Tamm–Damcoﬀ approximation.65 The environment was
described using a polarisable continuum model with the
parameters set to those of toluene. The spin orbit couple matrix
elements between the excited states were also calculated with
TDDFT using by using quasi-degenerate perturbation theory.66
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